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Transitioning to
Takeaway?
Get back to business fast
with Confoil’s easy and
sustainable grab and go
food packaging options
for your takeaway menu

confoil.com.au

Something to Start?

01.

ENTREES TO GO
Square and oblong foil containers in every size conceivable and
with matching board lids for easy and secure transportation of
takeaway options on your menu. Ideal for single serve, or
multiple serve entrees as well as full main meals and family
meals.Transport any type of food you need to in this versatile
grab and go option.

PULP PORTION CUPS + CLIP ON LIDS

03.

Ideal for sauces and condiments of all kinds.
Available in 30ml and 60ml sizes with matching
clip on lids, these 100% compostable cups are ideal
for the short term transportation of sauces, dips,
aoli’s and even sweet sides like whipped cream and
berry coulis...

TELL ME MORE!

TELL ME MORE!

MULTI-COMPARTMENT FOIL TRAYS WITH
MATCHING BOARD LIDS
Confoil’s compartmentalised foil tray range will have you
serving up all of your menu favourites with ease. The
range is available in an assortment of shapes, sizes
and depths to suit your needs. The compartments act to
separate food or condiments, while the vertical flange
folds down securely to accommodate a board lid.
TELL ME MORE!

SQUARE + OBLONG FOIL CONTAINERS WITH
MATCHING BOARD LIDS
Takeaway meals just got a whole lot easier. With
a broad range of sizes available, both our square
and oblong foil container options offer you an
economical and sustainable solution for “to-go” meals.

Now for the Main Event
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Something on the Side?

04.

TELL ME MORE!

Ready Meals to Go
FROZEN, CHILLED OR FRESH READY TO GO MEALS
Dualpak paperboard tray containers and matching clear clip on
lids. If you’re busy preparing fresh, chilled or frozen ready to
go meals, our Dualpak containers offer a robust choice to help
make, store and serve food in an efficient and easy manner.
Did we mention that they also look great too? For a hard
working all-rounder food tray you would serve yourself well to
pick Dualpak...

TELL ME MORE!
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